
This glossary of technical terms contains terms used in this prospectus in connection with the

Company. The meanings given to these terms may differ from meanings given to them by others in the

industry.

‘‘double-knit’’ Fabric produced on a circular-knitting machine equipped with two

sets of latch needles situated at right angles to each other (dial

and cylinder)

‘‘functional fabrics’’ Fabrics that incorporate value-added features such as moisture

management, anti-microbial and anti-odour

‘‘greige fabric’’ An unprocessed form of fabric just off the loom or knitting

machine

‘‘ISO’’ International Organisation for Standardisation, a worldwide

federation of national standards bodies from all over the world

‘‘ISO 14001’’ The international standards of environmental management

formulated by ISO Technical Committee 207 (ISO/TC 207)

‘‘ISO 9001’’ The international standards of quality management and quality

assurance formulated by ISO Technical Committee 176 (ISO/TC

176) in 1987. The most recent upgraded version, ISO 9001:2000,

was released in December 2000

‘‘jersey’’ A plain light-weight single-knit fabric

‘‘polar-fleece’’ Plain knitted fabric with both sides brushed and single side anti-

pilling

‘‘stretch fabrics’’ Fabrics knitted with elastomers (spandex) to provide stretch

properties

‘‘striped’’ Fabric of horizontal strip-pattern made by a series of colored

yarns

‘‘velour’’ Plain knitted terry fabric with a sheared surface on one side and a

smooth surface on the reverse

‘‘warp’’ A sheet of yarns wound together on a beam for the purpose of

weaving or warp knitting

‘‘warp knit’’ A knitting method that differs from weft knitting in that each

needle loops its own thread. The needles produce parallel rows of

loops simultaneously that are interlocked in a zigzag pattern.

‘‘weft’’ Yarn that runs crosswise during the knitting process
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‘‘weft knit’’ Weft knitting uses one continuous yarn to form rows of loops

across a fabric

‘‘yarn’’ A long, continuous length of interlocked fibres used to construct

a fabric. As used in this prospectus, yarn includes cotton yarn and

synthetic yarn
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